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We present a web toolkit STructure mapper and Online

Coarse-graining Kit for setting up coarse-grained molecular

simulations. The kit consists of two tools: structure mapping

and Boltzmann inversion tools. The aim of the first tool is to

define a molecular mapping from high, for example, all-atom,

to low, that is, coarse-grained, resolution. Using a graphical

user interface it generates input files, which are compatible

with standard coarse-graining packages, for example, Versatile

Object-oriented Toolkit for Coarse-graining Applications and

DL_CGMAP. Our second tool generates effective potentials for

coarse-grained simulations preserving the structural properties,

for example, radial distribution functions, of the underlying

higher resolution model. The required distribution functions

can be provided by any simulation package. Simulations are

performed on a local machine and only the distributions are

uploaded to the server. The applicability of the toolkit is vali-

dated by mapping atomistic pentane and polyalanine mole-

cules to a coarse-grained representation. Effective potentials

are derived for systems of TIP3P (transferable intermolecular

potential 3 point) water molecules and salt solution. The pre-

sented coarse-graining web toolkit is available at http://stock.

cmm.ki.si. VC 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

DOI: 10.1002/jcc.23806

Introduction

Coarse-grained molecular simulations are a well established

tool for investigating phenomena at larger length- and longer

timescales than feasible with an all-atom description of the

system.[1] With a coarser definition of molecules, the number

of degrees of freedom are reduced and only the ones essential

are retained for the investigation,[2–10] thus freeing up valuable

computational resources. Examples applications include poly-

mers, for example, Refs. [11,12], proteins, for example, Ref. [13],

lipid membranes, for example, Refs. [14,15], DNA, for example,

Ref. [16], so forth. Coarse-grained models also play an impor-

tant role in multiscale simulations.[2] For example, in concur-

rent type of multiscale simulations different levels of

resolution are coupled simultaneously, such that the higher

resolution is used for the area of interest and the lower one

for the rest of the system, typically the solvent.[17,18]

Due to various applications of coarse-grained simulations,

several coarse-graining methods,[19–23] tools[24–31] and simula-

tion packages[32–34] have been developed over the last couple

of years. Some of these tools use their own simulation

engines, some rely on third-party simulation software. The

tools try to make common methods and simulation techni-

ques appealing and easy to use to a broad scientific commu-

nity. Nevertheless, these tools typically use configuration files,

which first need to be written by an experienced user and sec-

ond, even so, they require time and effort for application to

any new system under study.

In this work, we present a web toolkit using the latest tech-

nologies to provide standard coarse-graining tools and meth-

ods for setting up coarse-grained molecular simulations. The

aim of the presented STructure mapper and Online Coarse-

graining Kit (STOCK) is to facilitate the configuration and

preparation of coarse-grained simulations. Using a graphical

user interface it generates input files, which users can down-

load and use on their local machines. The tool is made up of

two parts: Structure mapping tool and Boltzmann inversion

tool. The structure mapping tool is used to setup coarse-

grained topology and weights mapping input files for Versatile

Object-oriented Toolkit for Coarse-graining Applications[26]

(VOTCA) or DL_CGMAP[29] packages. The Boltzmann inversion

tool is used to prepare the effective bonded or nonbonded

tabulated potentials using iterative Boltzmann inversion.[20]

With iterative Boltzmann inversion, one runs a short all-atom

simulation to obtain the required distributions for deriving ini-

tial effective potentials for the coarse-grained model and then

performs coarse-grained simulations using corrected effective

potentials at each iteration until convergence is reached (i.e.,

distributions match within their fluctuations).[20] One may use

any simulation package or even in-house developed packages

with the iterative Boltzmann inversion tool. This is especially

useful if one’s simulation package of choice is not supported

by VOTCA or DL_CGMAP. Currently, VOTCA natively supports

GROMACS,[35] has great support for DL_POLY,[36] good support

for LAMMPS[37] and basic support for ESPResSo[38] and

ESPResSo11.[39] DL_CGMAP supports DL_POLY molecular
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simulation package. In certain cases, it is not even possible or

desired to install additional software in one’s environment.

Since our tool is web-based, no installation procedure is

required.[40] One just needs a web browser with Internet

access. It is freely available at: http://stock.cmm.ki.si.

The article is organized as follows. In the next section, we

describe our toolkit and the methods used. In the results sec-

tion, we provide some examples to demonstrate the useful-

ness of the toolkit and followed by conclusions.

Methods

The STOCK toolkit is made up of two tools, which may be

used in conjunction with other coarse-graining packages, but

may also be used on their own. Following is a detailed

description of both parts of the tool.

Structure mapping tool

The structure mapping tool allows one to map an atomistic

representation of a single molecule to a coarse-grained repre-

sentation. In this context, mapping means grouping together

atoms in a coarse-grained bead. Atoms can even be shared

between beads. The end result is a topology and weights

mapping XML file as is used in VOTCA or DL_CGMAP coarse-

graining package. Following is an example of a topology file

excerpt, where bead A1 is defined, a bond between beads A1

and A2, and a weights map A, which is used in bead A1 (ellip-

sis denote omission of text):

. . .
<cg_bead>
<name>A1</name>
<type>A</type>
<mapping>A</mapping>
<beads>1:PNT:C 1:PNT:H 1:PNT:H 1:PNT:H</
beads>

</cg_bead>
. . .
<bond>
<name>bond</name>
<beads>
A1 A2
. . .

</beads>
</bond>
. . .
<map>
<name>A</name>
<weights>12 1 1 1</weights>

</map>
. . .

The file is written in XML format and uniquely defines the

topology of the coarse-grained molecule. XML is a documents

format that is both human-readable and machine-readable. For

each molecule type, a new file has to be created. It is composed

of several sections enclosed by corresponding start and end

tags (e.g., <cg_beads>. . .</cg_beads>). In between the tags

come definitions of a set of rules. Sections define the molecule

name, weight mappings, coarse-grained beads, bonds, angles,

and dihedrals. The beads are defined by listing the weights map

and atoms that belong to it. Bonds, angles, and dihedrals are

defined by listing the beads that form them. Weights are

defined by listing the atomic masses separated by spaces.

The position of the coarse-grained site is calculated out of

the weights in the following way:

r!CG5
X

i

wi r!i=
X

i

wi ; (1)

where the sum goes over all atoms, which are mapped to cur-

rent coarse-grained site. wi 5 1 will lead to a geometrical,

while wi 5 mi to a center of mass mapping. One wi < 0 corre-

sponds to a mapping out of the convex hull of the atomistic

particles. It is worth noting that noncenter of mass mappings

will lead to the wrong distribution in momentum space,[41]

which is why STOCK creates center of mass mappings by

default.

Manually writing the topology is prone to errors and can be

tedious and cumbersome. Also, one needs to be familiar with

the structure and syntax of the XML file. If an error is present

in the code, it might be difficult to track down. To overcome

this difficulty, we developed a web tool with which one easily

creates the input file even for complex molecules using an

interactive graphical user interface.

The interface of the structure mapping tool is divided into

two main parts: the molecule visualizer and the controls below

it (see Fig. 1). The visualizer displays a 3D representation of

the molecule and allows one to rotate, translate or zoom the

molecule. The controls are divided into Molecule, Weights,

Beads, Bonds, Angles, Dihedrals, and XML sections. Sections

are organized into tabs. Clicking on tabs switches sections.

After one uploads or selects a molecule file, it is displayed in

the visualizer. Any file format supported by Jmol may be

used.[42] One defines beads by switching to the Beads section

and then simply selects atoms belonging to a bead. The name

and type are predefined for user convenience, but may be

changed if desired. The number in the name of the bead is auto-

matically increased when a bead is added. Weight mappings are

automatically generated and selected. If one wishes to define

them manually, this can be done in the Weights section. When

adding beads, one defines the bonds by selecting the corre-

sponding two beads in the drop down menus. The currently

selected bond is displayed in the molecular visualizer in yellow.

The already added bonds are blue. Beads defining a bond are

preselected and automatically advanced when a bond is added.

In the most usual case, one just clicks the Add button until all

desired bonds are added. The same approach is used for the

definition of angles and dihedrals (see Fig. 2). The tool prevents

one from adding duplicate or bogus entries. Definition of intra-

molecular interactions like bonds and angles are additional to

the coarse-grained representation, but this information can be

used for instance by the VOTCA package to generate exclusions.

This can also guide the user about which interactions need to

be determined by the Boltzmann inversion tools later on.
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Each time one selects the XML section, XML code is gener-

ated, and defines the current configuration. The code may be

downloaded as a file or copied into one’s clipboard which can

then be pasted where desired. The generated file is readily

used as the input topology file for VOTCA or DL_CGMAP pack-

age on one’s local machine. One may also jump to the Boltz-

mann inversion tool, by clicking the Switch to Boltzmann

button if one does not wish to use VOTCA or DL_CGMAP. The

tool prepares a list of all bonded and nonbonded potentials

that have to be calculated and are intended to guide the user

through the process of coarse graining the corresponding

effective potentials.

For the molecule visualizer, we use the recently created

JSmol[43,44] which is a JavaScript implementation of the well

established Jmol molecular[45,46] visualizer.

Boltzmann inversion tool

The Boltzmann inversion tool provides a simple and straight-

forward way to calculate effective potentials for coarse-

grained simulations using the iterative Boltzmann inversion

method. In short, this method allows to determine the effec-

tive interaction between coarse-grained particles by inverting

the Boltzmann distribution iteratively using the differences of

potentials of mean force. The tool may be used with any sim-

ulation package, either molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte-

Carlo code. Hence, simulations are not run on the server, but

instead on the user’s machine. One only uploads the distribu-

tions from simulations and the tool generates the next itera-

tion of the potential. Since the user is part of the iteration

process, more control is on the user’s side. Going back a step

or two, is easy to do. This prevents scenarios where countless

hours on a cluster are wasted if a parameter of the simulation

is wrong, but the iterations keep going on. The drawback is,

that attention is necessary after every iteration. Convergence

is usually reached in around 15 iterations. One is of course

free to run as many iterations as desired. Users desiring a fully

automatic process are advocated to use other software (e.g.,

VOTCA), but even in this case, STOCK is useful in the initial

stage.

We actively decided to not implement our own MD algo-

rithms, following the same approach as DL_CGMAP and

VOTCA, as it is hard, if not impossible, to keep up with the

development speed of standard MD packages and to provide

Figure 1. Structure mapping tool. Mapping a propane molecule to a three bead coarse-grained molecule. The beads are displayed in blue. Atoms sur-

rounded by the yellow circles are selected and about to be mapped to a bead.
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a comparable feature set. It would also be problematic to pro-

vide enough computational power for molecular simulations

for every visitor. The same approach is also carried out by

other MD web interfaces, for example, CHARMM-GUI[47] or

OpenMM’s[48] script builder which prepare the necessary input

files that users then run on their local machine.

As in the structure mapping tool, the user interface is

divided into two parts: two charts, and controls below them

(as can be seen in Fig. 3). The chart on the left (P(r)) displays

distributions of the target atomistic system and the obtained

distributions from the coarse-grained simulations. The chart on

the right (U(r)) displays the calculated potentials from a partic-

ular distribution. Colors of the distributions in the left chart,

generally match with the color of the corresponding potential

in the right chart. The charts are interactive and can be

zoomed and panned using a mouse. A vertical ruler follows

one’s mouse and is synchronized between the two charts such

that the x-position of the ruler is the same on both charts.

This makes it easy to determine if a bump in the distribution

is caused by a bump in the potential and vice-versa. Ranges of

x- and y-axis may be set using the xr and yr input boxes on

the corresponding chart.

Controls are comprised of three input select boxes display-

ing the uploaded or generated files, corresponding to target

distribution files, obtained distribution files and potential files.

Four buttons are below each input box: the plus button (1)

adds a file from one’s local machine, the minus button (2)

removes a selected file, the Smoothen button smooths a

selected file and the Download button which downloads the

selected file. The gear button allows one to choose the format

of potential files. On the right side are parameters for the

potential generation (range, cutoff, grid density, the kBT con-

stant, and pressure correction parameters) and a Generate

potential button. Below the controls is a status window which

displays the history of the user’s or system’s actions. The colors

of the file names in the panels and in the status window also

match the colors in the charts.

The usage procedure is remarkably simple: first one (step 1)

uploads the target distribution files (one or more) in the Tar-

get distribution input box. This distribution is usually calcu-

lated from an atomistic simulation and serves as a reference

target for the coarse-grained simulation. As soon as a file is

uploaded, the initial potential guess file is automatically gener-

ated in the Potential input box. Both files are displayed in their

Figure 2. Adding angles to a propane molecule. A triple of beads is selected from the drop down menus (A1, A2, and A3 in this case). The current angle is

drawn in yellow. Although adding angles (or bonds/dihedrals) the atoms are translucent. Beads may also be hidden by pressing the hide beads button.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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corresponding charts. One (step 2) downloads the generated

potential files and runs a short coarse-grained simulation using

them. The obtained distribution functions from this simulation

are then (step 3) uploaded in the Obtained distribution input

box. After that, one selects (step 4) the corresponding three

files in the target, obtained and potential panels, and presses

the Generate potential button (i.e., one connects the potential

with the obtained distribution and the desired target distribu-

tion). A new potential is generated in the Potential input box.

One then iterates steps 2, 3, and 4 until the desired target dis-

tribution is obtained. Usage procedure is illustrated in Figure

4.

Smoothing of data is supported. On pressing the Smoothen

button, a window opens displaying the original and the

smoothed curve. Smoothing is applied in real time which

allows one to visually inspect the outcome and tune the

smoothing parameters until reaching the best results. Since

smoothing may smear out steep peaks, we made it possible

to do smoothing in two separate ranges independently. This is

useful to smooth the region before and after the first peak

with different parameters, but ranges are allowed to overlap.

Data points which are not covered by the smoothing range

remain unchanged. If the ranges overlap, smoothing in first

range is applied first and then smoothing from the second

range is added. The potential is automatically smoothed at the

beginning when creating the initial guess, and afterwards

smoothing is only applied to the potential update, and not

the total potential anymore, to avoid the above mentioned

smearing out of peaks. But the user may apply additional

smoothing if wanted or needed. Smoothing is implemented

with convolution of a Kaiser window over the data. It is also

possible to do interpolation of data points with various splines

in two ranges. One is of course able to smooth an already

smoothed file, for even finer control.

The initial potential guess U0 is calculated as the potential

of the mean force:

U0ðrÞ52kBT lnPtgtðrÞ ; (2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and Ptgt

ðrÞ is the distribution function of a target system. After one runs a

coarse-grained simulation with this potential, the obtained distri-

bution will most likely not match the target distribution. The

potential thus needs to be refined, which is done iteratively. The

next iteration of the potential Ui11 is calculated as:

Figure 3. Boltzmann inversion tool. In the above figure, RDFs and initial guess potentials are shown between center of mass water molecules (orange

curves), and between center of mass water molecules and ions (green and blue curves) for a salt solution system. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Ui11ðrÞ5UiðrÞ1kBT ln
PiðrÞ

PtgtðrÞ

� �
: (3)

The process is repeated until convergence is reached, that

is, the distribution function PiðrÞ matches the target distribu-

tion function PtgtðrÞ. For bonded interactions, the initial poten-

tial needs to be normalized differently, see Ref. [26,49].

Since iterative Boltzmann inversion reproduces structural

properties of the underlying atomistic system but not the ther-

modynamic properties, the pressure of the coarse-grained sys-

tem might not match the pressure of the reference atomistic

system. To match the pressures, an additional correction can

be applied to the effective potential. A simple linear function:

DUiðrÞ5Ai 12
r

rcut

� �
(4)

is added to the coarse-grained potential as suggested in Ref.

[20], where Ai is calculated as:

Ai52sgnðpi2ptgtÞ 0:1 kBTmin ð1; jf ðpi2ptgtÞjÞ (5)

(as implemented in VOTCA 1.1[50]. pi is the current system

pressure, and ptgt is the target pressure, f is a scaling factor.

Simple pressure correction is applied if one enters the current

and target pressure of the system. If one enters the particle

density q as well, pressure correction as proposed in Ref. [51]

will be applied instead. In this case, Ai is calculated from the

virial expansion:

Ai5ðpi2ptgtÞ=
22pq2

3rcut

ðrcut

0

r3giðrÞdr

� �
(6)

Calculations of potentials are done on the server and the

results are sent to one’s browser where they are displayed.

The format of distribution files is two columns separated by

spaces or tabs. The first column is r and the second is P(r). The

format of potential files may be chosen among several popular

formats, and also providing a generic format, where the first

column is r and the second column is U(r). When force F(r) is

provided, it is calculated as the negative derivative of potential

with respect to r. Force is not used in the iteration process, it

is calculated for one’s convenience only. All units are arbitrary

but must be consistent.

Every web page visitor of the Boltzmann inversion tool is

assigned a random string which is used as the identification of

the project. One may bookmark the web page and return to it

at anytime. This also allows one to send a link to a particular

project or to resume an existing project from a different loca-

tion or computer.

Results and Discussion

The applicability and functionality of the presented toolkit is

illustrated on four examples. For the first two examples, we

use the structure mapping tool, and for the second two exam-

ples, we use the Boltzmann inversion tool. The examples are

also available at the STOCK webpage http://stock.cmm.ki.si.

Example 1: Mapping a pentane molecule

Here, we create a topology file for a coarse-grained pentane

molecule. The molecule is composed of 17 atoms and we map

it to a coarse-grained representation of the molecule com-

posed of five beads (see Fig. 5). After uploading the file in the

Molecule section, we enter the names of the atomistic and

coarse-grained representations. The weights are set to be

automatically mapped by default, so we do not enter them.

We proceed to the Beads section, where we click the first car-

bon atom and its connecting hydrogens. The bead name and

bead type are left to their default values. We add the bead,

and repeat the process for the remaining four carbon atoms.

Next, we add the bonds, angles and dihedrals just by pressing

the Add button in their corresponding sections. On switching

to the XML section, the following topology input file is gener-

ated:

<cg_molecule>
<name>PNT</name>
<ident>Pentane</ident>
<topology>
<cg_beads>

Figure 4. Usage diagram for the Boltzmann inversion tool. Steps 2, 3, and 4

are iterated until the coarse-grained distribution matches the target distribu-

tion. Simulation in step 2 is run locally on one’s machine. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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<cg_bead>
<name>A1</name>
<type>A</type>
<mapping>A</mapping>
<beads>1:UNK:C 1:UNK:H 1:UNK:H 1:UNK:H</
beads>

</cg_bead>
<cg_bead>
<name>A2</name>
<type>A</type>
<mapping>B</mapping>
<beads>1:UNK:C 1:UNK:H 1:UNK:H</beads>

</cg_bead>
<cg_bead>
<name>A3</name>
<type>A</type>
<mapping>B</mapping>
<beads>1:UNK:C 1:UNK:H 1:UNK:H</beads>

</cg_bead>
<cg_bead>
<name>A4</name>
<type>A</type>
<mapping>B</mapping>
<beads>1:UNK:C 1:UNK:H 1:UNK:H</beads>

</cg_bead>
<cg_bead>
<name>A5</name>
<type>A</type>
<mapping>A</mapping>
<beads>1:UNK:C 1:UNK:H 1:UNK:H 1:UNK:H</
beads>

</cg_bead>
</cg_beads>
<cg_bonded>
<bond>
<name>bond</name>
<beads>
A1 A2
A2 A3
A3 A4
A4 A5
</beads>

</bond>
<angle>
<name>angle</name>
<beads>
A1 A2 A3
A2 A3 A4
A3 A4 A5

</beads>
</angle>
<dihedral>

<name>dihedral</name>
<beads>
A1 A2 A3 A4
A2 A3 A4 A5

</beads>
</dihedral>

</cg_bonded>
</topology>

<maps>
<map>
<name>A</name>
<weights>12 1 1 1</weights>

</map>
<map>
<name>B</name>
<weights>12 1 1</weights>
</map>

</maps>
</cg_molecule>

The file may be downloaded and is ready to be used in

VOTCA or DL_CGMAP coarse-graining package. Generating the

above XML file takes less than a minute, while writing it by

hand would take considerably longer.

Example 2: Mapping a polyalanine molecule

A typical example of large molecules mapped to coarse-

grained representations are polymers such as Polystyrene[52,53]

(107 atoms, 13 beads). In this example, we map a polyalanine

molecule with composed of 103 atoms to a 51-bead coarse-

grained representation (as seen in Fig. 6). As in the previous

example, we upload the molecule file, enter the names of the

atomistic and coarse-grained representations, and proceed to

add the beads. We coarse-grain the molecule such that each

heavy atom with its attached hydrogen(s) is mapped to one

coarse-grained bead.[54] After adding the beads, we add

bonds, angles, and dihedrals between neighboring beads, as

we described before. When switching to the XML section, 548

lines are generated (not shown here) with definitions for 51

beads, 50 bonds, 67 angles, 74 dihedrals, and 7 weight map-

pings. With this example, we have shown that it is possible to

define mappings even for such complex molecules as a

polyalanine.

Example 3: Coarse-graining water molecules

To assess the Boltzmann inversion tool, we derive coarse-

grained water–water nonbonded effective potentials such that

the structural properties of the underlying atomistic system

are reproduced. The coarse-grained model is set up by map-

ping a water molecule to a one-bead representation located

at the center of mass of the molecule. The simulation box con-

tains 510 TIP3P[55] water molecules (1530 atoms), with a side

length of 2.5 nm. Standard periodic boundary conditions and

the minimum image convention are used. Temperature is

regulated at 300�K using a local Langevin thermostat with the

value of friction constant 5 ps21. All simulations are run for 1

ns with the ESPResSo11 simulation package.

We first run an atomistic simulation and calculate the radial

distribution function (RDF) between centers of mass of water

molecules. We upload the RDF as the target distribution in
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STOCK (see Fig. 7) and smoothen it from the point r 5 0.33

nm onwards. We interpolate the curve with an Akima[56] spline

to get a nice smooth curve. Next, we generate the initial guess

potential using our smoothed target distribution file. Range is

set from 0 to 2 nm, cutoff is at 0.9 nm, grid is 1000, and kBT is

3.8. No pressure correction is applied. These same parameters

are kept for all iterations.

With the initial potential guess, we run a coarse-grained sim-

ulation, calculate the RDF and upload it as the obtained distri-

bution. We smoothen it in a similar way as the target

distribution, making sure not to impair the first peak. By con-

necting the target distribution, the obtained distribution and

the used potential, we generate the next iteration of the

potential and use it to run a new coarse-grained simulation.

We repeat these steps until reaching a satisfied matching

(shown in Fig. 8) between our obtained RDF and the target

RDF after 29 iterations.

Example 4: Coarse-graining a salt solution

In this example, we derive effective potentials for a NaCl salt

solution, that is, between water–water, water–Na, and water–

Cl. The coarse-grained model is set up by mapping a water

molecule to a one-bead representation located at the center

of mass of molecule. Atomistic simulation is run to obtain ref-

erence RDFs. The simulation setup for the all-atom system is

the same as in Ref. [18]. We use a standard SPC/E[57] water

model with AMBER[58] forcefield for ions. Generalized reaction

field method[59] is used for electrostatic interactions with cut-

off radius Rc 5 0.9 nm, �1 5 1, �2 5 80, and the Debye

screening length j 5 3.25 nm21. Integration is done with

standard velocity Verlet with a time-step of 1 fs. A Langevin

thermostat with the friction constant 15 ps21 is used to regu-

late temperature at 300�K. The size of the system is 16.08 3

4.02 3 4.02 nm3, containing 8377 water molecules and 157 Na

and 157 Cl ions, corresponding to a 1 M salt solution. The

geometry of water molecules is constrained with SETTLE[60]

algorithm. All simulations are run for 1 ns with ESPResSo11

simulation package.

Having calculated the atomistic RDFs (water–water, water–

Cl, water–Na), we upload them in STOCK as the target distribu-

tions. We smooth them in a similar way as described in the

previous example and generate the three initial guess poten-

tials. Parameters for the generated potentials are the same as

Figure 5. Adding an angle to a pentane molecule. Beads are hidden in the above figure. This is accomplished by pressing the hide beads button. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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in the previous example, and are kept for all iterations. Pres-

sure correction is not applied.

We run a coarse-grained simulation using these potentials

for water–water and water–ions interactions. For ion–ion inter-

actions, Lennard-Jones parameters are the same as in the

atomistic simulation, but for the generalized reaction field we

set �1 5 80 to properly screen the electrostatic interactions

between ions.

After conducting the coarse-grained simulation, we calculate

the RDFs and upload them as the obtained distributions. We

smooth them, then connect the target distribution, the

obtained distribution and the potential for water–water and

generate the next iteration of the potential. Next, we connect

the two distributions and potential for water–Cl to generate

the next iteration of the potential, and lastly we do it in the

same manner for water–Na. Thus, in every iteration we create

three new potentials and run a new coarse-grained simulation

using them. We repeat the process until reaching convergence,

that is, the RDFs of center of mass of water–water, water–Cl,

and water–Na match the atomistic RDFs. Resulting potentials

and RDFs are shown in Figure 9 and were calculated in 17 iter-

ations. The results computed by STOCK are in good agreement

with the RDFs and effective potentials from Ref. [18] obtained

by VOTCA.

Conclusions

In this article, we presented a toolkit for setting up coarse-

grained molecular simulations. Our web structure mapper

greatly facilitates the coarse-grained mapping setup and is

compatible with popular coarse-graining packages, for exam-

ple, VOTCA and DL_CGMAP. The Boltzmann inversion tool for

the effective potentials derivation, as the second tool of the

STOCK web toolkit, may be used with any simulation package.

The structure mapper tool offers a point-and-click way to map

a high resolution representation of a molecule to a lower reso-

lution with the aid of a molecular visualizer and outputs an

XML mapping, which represents the standard for mapping files

these days. The Boltzmann inversion tool calculates effective

potentials for coarse-grained simulations, such that the struc-

tural properties of the underlying higher resolution system are

preserved. Simulations are not run on the server, which makes

the tool software independent. One may use it with their sim-

ulation package of choice. Our mapping tool is most suitable

Figure 6. Mapping a polyalanine molecule. Heavy atoms with its attached hydrogens are mapped to one coarse-grained bead. [Color figure can be viewed

in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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for molecules of moderate sizes (of the order of 100 atoms).

However, if one wants to use STOCK with larger molecules,

such as proteins or nucleic acids, it requires more user input.

For example, very large molecule can be split into smaller

parts, for protein that would be residues. We demonstrated

the applicability of the structure mapping tool by mapping

atomistic pentane and polyalanine molecules to a coarse-

grained representation. The Boltzmann inversion tool is

Figure 7. Coarse-graining water molecules. The figure shows part of the process of creating effective potentials for TIP3P water molecules. Reduced units

are used in the figure. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 8. Calculated nonbonded effective potential for water–water is

shown on top. Radial distribution functions for an all-atom and coarse-

grained simulation are shown at the bottom. RDFs match very well. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlineli-

brary.com.]

Figure 9. Effective pair potentials for water–water, water–Cl, and water–Na

are shown on top. Radial distribution functions for an all-atom and coarse-

grained simulations are shown at the bottom. Atomistic RDFs are very well

reproduced by the coarse-grained simulation.
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assessed by coarse-graining systems of TIP3P water molecules

and NaCl salt solution. We leverage on latest web technologies

to provide a simple to use toolkit, that we believe will lower

the entrance barrier to researchers wanting to dive into

coarse-grained simulations.
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